For immediate release

Camp Washington Artists
Open Houses, Oct. 14 and 21
Camp Washington’s community of 40-plus artists, galleries and makers are
collaborating on successive Saturday open houses this month. Designated “Made
in Camp,” the October 14 and 21 events are set for 10:00 am through 2:00 pm and
will be complimented by demonstrations offered by two Camp Washington
manufacturers.
A new brochure will be available listing The Camp’s artists, galleries and makers
and incorporating a locator map for the convenience of visitors. Brightly colored
signs hung along the route will match up with the numbered artist locations on the
map.
Four vans will be circulating the art route throughout
the four-hour time slot so that the public can hop on and
off at the various art sites. The vans begin their routes
at 10:00 am at the American Sign Museum where
special parking has been arranged. The public may also
drive and walk the route on their own, after picking up
the map and list of artist open houses at the museum.
Demonstrations will be offered at two area manufacturers on both Saturdays:
Neonworks will be demonstrating the art of tubebending at 11:00 am; Casting Arts
& Technology will take visitors through the casting process, both at 11:00 am and
1:00 pm. Additionally, visitors taking part in Made in Camp, can purchase tickets
to visit the museum at a discounted rate of $10.00 that day, or use the discounted
ticket for a future visit.
Funds for the coordination of the event and creation of the brochure were provided
by the more than 40,000 contributors to the ArtsWave Community Campaign.

Matching support was provided by the Haile/U.S. Bank Foundation; other
supporters included the Camp Washington Business Association, American Sign
Museum and several private donors.
For more information, go to: www.camp-washington.org/campartists or call James
Heller-Jackson at (513) 256-8908.

